DEPLOY
Designed by Broome Jenkins

DEPLOY
TABLE
RANGE

Engineered.
Boss
Flexible.
Design
Tailored.

Group

The Boss Design Group
is the UK’s market leading
manufacturer of high quality
office seating, upholstery
and tables, and enjoys
global success within this
design-led sector. The
group comprises of the
Boss Design, Lyndon
Design,Komac and Unifi
brands, which in turn serve
particular market sectors.
The company leads by
example through the delivery
of an intelligent and evolving
portfolio, whilst maintaining
the best ethical standards.

The Deploy table range
features superb engineering,
extensive tooled investment
and incorporates only the
finest materials and
components.
All of our meeting and
conference table collections
are supported by our highly
trained, in-house delivery and
installation teams who take
complete ownership of the
delivery and installation
process to ensure that our
tables are installed to the
highest possible standard.

MULTI
TASKING

Designed by Broome Jenkins, Deploy
is a single table designed to fulfil a
broad range of sizes and functional
requirements.

Following extensive research the
Deploy table range accommodates
the changes taking place in the modern
workplace, negating the need to
specify numerous different table styles.
Deploy is available with either a
static or flip top in two heights
of 740mm and 1100mm. Table top
sizes range from 1200mm x 700mm
to 3000mm t0 1500mm.

This image shows a 2400 x 1500mm static top Deploy table,
740mm high with an oak veneer top. The accompanying
chairs are from the Komac Kara range.
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SIMPLE
STRUCTURE

Deploy’s engineered structure and
reliable mechanism ensures durability,
solidity and a sleek aesthetic.

Integrated.
Streamlined.

Deploy features a steel painted table
structure and a polished aluminium
leg frame. Castors or glides are fitted
as standard.
The Deploy range offers full power
and data integration to enhance
individual performance.

This image shows a 2400 x 1500mm static top Deploy table,
740mm high with a Black American Walnut veneer top. The
accompanying chairs are from the Boss Design Tokyo range.
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EASY
RECONFIGURATION

Due to its light weight structure, the Deploy
flip-top table can be effortlessly and quickly
reconfigured. The flip-top mechanism and
twin-wheel castors allow the table to be
moved with ease.

Changeable.
Collaborative.

This image shows five 1500 x 750mm flip-top Deploy tables,
740mm high with a white MFC top. The accompanying chairs
are from the Boss Design Starr range.
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SPACE
OPTIMISATION

Formation.
Shape.

From rows of desks for individual
work to formal conference meetings,
Deploy can be re-configured to
create the most efficient use of space.

This image shows five 1500 x 750mm flip-top Deploy
tables, 740mm high with a white MFC top. The
accompanying chairs are from the Komac App range.

When not in use Deploy neatly nests
together and can be stored away
using minimum space; ideal for
classroom and training environments.
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This image shows an 1800 x 800mm flip-top Deploy
table, 1100mm high with a white MFC top. The
accompanying chairs are from the Boss Design
Arran range.

EASY
STORAGE

Compact.
Adaptable.

How to use your Deploy
To flip the Deploy table into a vertical
position press the red release button
located within easy reach on the
underside of the table top. With
minimum effort the table gently
flips into position.
The clean design allows for simple
nesting together when space is at a
premium.
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ACCESSORIES

SPECIFICATIONS

Modesty Panel

1180

The removable grey vinyl panel easily
hooks onto clips underneath the table
top. Other colour variations available
(subject to a minimum order quantity).

1380

1480

1200

1500

1400

1780

1600

1400

210

2000

210

210

1600

2000

1800

2400

Power and Data

700-1000

90º
1100

2000-3000

1100

740

740

740

1200-2400

1200-2400

Finishes
Full power and data capability
Boss Design use the Office Electrics
Platinum, Prism and Pixel units and
the Evoline Flip Top power and data
units. Versatile and fitting flush to
the worktop, the units allow full use
of the workspace.

Pixel

90º

700-900

Cable Management

Cable Management

Static tops

Flip tops

1200-1500

Cable Tray

2000

2400

2000

1200

1800

310

1800

The magnetic grey vinyl panel
discreetly houses all power and data
cables. The panel can be removed
from the leg when not in use.

1980

1800

310

210

1600

1400

310

The removable grey vinyl tray
discreetly hides power cables.
The tray easily hooks onto clips
underneath the table top.

1580

700-900mm Flip-Top
700-1000mm Static

1200

Cable Tray

High table max length = 2000mm

Flip Top

Where discreet access to power and
data units is required on the surface
of a table, the option of a matching
self veneered access flap is available.
When power and data is specified,
price and delivery will be confirmed
upon application.

Standard table top veneer options

Black American Walnut

Cherry

Standard table top edge

Maple

Oak

Steamed Beech

Steamed Beech

White

Square edge profile

Standard table top melamine (MFC) options

Black American Walnut

Maple

Oak

Environmental Data

FSC*

SKA**

FIRA Verif

Recycled
Content %

Recyclability
%

Uplift
Scheme
****

•

3

•

30.90

100

•

•

3

•

38.54

100

•

Product
Deploy static 2000 x 900mm, 740mm high, white MFC top
Platinum
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Prism

Deploy flip-top 1400 x 700mm, 740mm high, white MFC top
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Delivery and Installation
At Boss Design we provide a full
delivery and installation service
using our own fully trained
delivery and installation teams.
This is our preferred solution for the
Deploy range to ensure that tables
are constructed to the highest
possible standard of build.
All table tops and frames are
carefully wrapped for transportation.
Once on site, our experienced teams
will unwrap and position as per your
instruction, build the tables as required
and remove any used packaging from
site for responsible disposal.
Depending upon your project
requirements, an out of hours
installation or phased installation
plan may be actioned.

Boss Design Group
Head Office
Boss Drive Dudley West Midlands
DY2 8SZ United Kingdom
T : +44 (0)1384 455 570
F: +44 (0)1384 241 628
London Showroom
7 Clerkenwell Road London
EC1M 5PA United Kingdom
T : +44 (0) 20 7253 0364
F: +44 (0) 20 7608 0160

sales@boss-design.co.uk
www.bossdesigngroup.com

